
Question:  When does the Extra 2% Club start? 

Answer:  October 6, 13, 20 2021—Boys Currently in Grades 3-6.   
Each workout session will last for 63 minutes from 7:00 PM-8:03 PM—Oct. 6, 13, and 20.  

 

Question:  How long is each workout and where do I go? 

Answer:  1 Hour and 3 Minutes.  BFHS Gymnasium—enter through back doors.   

 

Question:  How do I sign up? 

Answer: In October, just come into the gym and sign-in.   

In the Spring, coaches will have punch cards available to purchase at 

every workout session. Players can start at any time and if a player 

misses a series of workouts, he will be fine to jump back right in to the 

program when his schedule allows. 

 

Question:  What will be covered in the program? 

Answer:  Fundamentals, basics, and more fundamentals.  100% focus will be on  

the development of skills necessary to be a good basketball player.   

(Shooting, passing, ball handling, transition, stance, pivots, footwork,  

off-hand, off. moves, box outs, screens, cuts, catching, stance, free  

throws, etc.) 

 

Question: What if I play baseball, soccer, football, or another sport?  Can I make up 

workouts? 

Answer:  Great!  This is why we are using the punch card concept.  The punch card  

will not expire, so if you miss a workout it is no big deal.  We will offer 

workouts throughout the year, primarily in the Spring and Fall so it will 

be easy to reach the 10 workouts in a calendar year.  We want kids 

playing multiple sports!!  Cards never expire.   

 

Question:  What happens after the 10th Workout? 

Answer:  You can buy another punch card at that time. 

 

Question:  Will kids be grouped by age? 

Answer:  For the most part kids will be grouped by age.  There may be some drills  

that different age groups will be mixed to enhance the learning. 

 

Question:  Who will be doing the instructing? 

Answer:  High school coaches and current/former Fenwick basketball players. 

 

Question:  Why should my son do this? 

Answer: Great opportunity to learn the game correctly—high quality instruction 

at a fair rate.  It will be fun for kids who have a sincere interest in 

basketball and who are willing to listen/work hard/work on their own.   

 

Question:  How much does this cost? 

Answer:  FREE TRIAL October 6, 13, and 20.   

 

A 10 workout punch card costs $75-payment details TBA in the Spring of  

2022.  (T-shirt included) 

 


